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A Compressive Sensing Approach to Multistatic
Radar Change Imaging

Chris Kreucher and Mike Brennan

Abstract— This paper describes a new approach for forming
change images from multistatic radar data based on compressive
sensing (CS). Broadly speaking, change images are naturally
sparse in the raw image domain, which suggests a CS recon-
struction method. Recent results show that the sparsity of the
estimand dictates the number of samples required for faithful
reconstruction, meaning a change image can be formed with far
fewer measurements than used for conventional radar imaging.
Our application has a small number of antennas arranged around
the perimeter of a surveillance region, which provide large
angular diversity but very poor angular sampling. Furthermore,
due to application constraints, the scene is interrogated with
limited frequency diversity. We aim to construct a high-resolution
change image from the measurements, which are sub-Nyquist
both spatially and in frequency. This paper first develops a
radar imaging model in the context of CS, and then shows with
collected data that a sparseness model improves image utility
over conventional methods in our setting.

Index Terms— Change imaging, compressive sensing (CS),
radar, sparse model.

I. INTRODUCTION

CHANGE imaging is the process of forming an image
of the changes in a region using data collected before

and after an event. It continues to be an area of interest in the
remote sensing community, with work on developing improved
methods for constructing change images [1] and research into
automatically classifying regions based on the structure of
the change [2]. Recently studied change imaging modalities
include radar [3]–[5], electrooptical [6], and hyperspectral [7].

This paper describes a new approach for constructing high-
resolution change images using a multistatic radar array. In
our application, the array is undersampled with respect to
conventional requirements both spatially and in frequency.
Image formation using radar data is conventionally done
using backprojection [8] or polar formatting [9], [10]. These
general-purpose imaging techniques rely on adequately sam-
pled apertures and frequency and do not exploit expected
image sparseness. In contrast, in our setting we have a poorly
sampled aperture and a small number of frequency samples,
yielding far fewer samples than required for conventional radar
imaging. However, the change image setting ensures that the
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resulting image is sparse. These facts motivate an alternative
image formation method that exploits image sparsity.

The field of compressive sensing (CS) has developed a
rich set of methods for estimating sparse signals from a
small number of measurements [11]. A number of authors
[12]–[17] have recently explored some of these techniques
for radar imaging. In order to apply CS methods, one must
have both a sparse signal and an appropriate sampling method
[13], [14]. In [12], a through-the-wall imaging application is
studied, assuming that the number of targets in the image is
very small to meet the sparsity requirements. Their sampling
approach is based on randomly selecting physical positions
and frequencies using a stepped-frequency continuous-wave
(SFCW) radar. Similarly, [16] applies an SFCW radar in the
ground-penetrating radar setting. Zhu and Bamler [13] use a
CS approach to tomographic synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
They apply CS for estimation because in their application the
signal can be described by a few point-like contributions. The
work they report uses a Fourier sampling method. In [14], a
framework for using CS to focus SAR images is proposed.
They appeal to the statistical properties of SAR images as a
means of justifying the sparseness assumption.

In contrast to these efforts, we focus on change imaging.
In this regime, the sparseness assumption is broadly correct.
We use a sampling method based on random Fourier pro-
jections, which is known to satisfy the CS requirements and
can be implemented using a commercial SFCW radar. This
paper presents three main contributions. First, we cast change
image estimation as a CS problem. Next, we illustrate with
real collected multistatic radar data how the change image
formed using CS provides a useful high-resolution image free
of the sidelobes present in images formed using conventional
backprojection. Finally, we show that the CS change imaging
algorithm gracefully degrades as the number of measurements
are reduced, by illustrating useful images with 100 times fewer
measurements than unknowns.

This paper proceeds as follows. First, Section II describes
the collected data and develops a model that relates the data
to the unknown changes. Next, in Section III we describe how
we use CS to estimate changes from the collected data given in
this model. Section IV illustrates the method on a field collect.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. RADAR IMAGING MODEL

We wish to construct a change image over a ground region
using multistatic radar data collected before and after a change.
This section develops a model that relates the collected fre-
quency domain data to the unknown change image.

0196-2892 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Nominal SFCW radar.

We assume that the surveillance region is rectangular and
characterize a point in the region by its 2-D coordinate (u, v)
which is the number of meters east and north, respectively,
of a local reference point. The region will be defined by
{umin, umax} and {vmin, vmax}, and discretized on a regular
Nu × Nv grid with spacing δu and δv (see Table I). Let x
denote the Nu Nv × 1 vector of unknowns representing the
changes in the Nu Nv pixels, organized u-coordinate major

x ↔

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

umin, vmin
umin, vmin + δv

...
umin, vmax

umin + δu, vmin
...

umin + δu, vmax
...

umax, vmax

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (1)

Let �a� denote the floor of a and rem(a, b) the remainder
when a is divided by b. Then the j th element of x , denoted
x j , corresponds to a cell on the ground centered at

u j = umin + δu�( j − 1)/Nv�
v j = vmin + δv rem( j − 1, Nv ). (2)

We take frequency domain radar measurements with a
multistatic array before and after a change using an SFCW
radar, which measures the scene response at a discrete set
of frequencies. It sequentially steps a transmitter through
frequency [12] and transmits a gated tone. The signal source
dwells at each frequency value long enough to allow echoes
from the scene to return to the receiver. The return is then
mixed with the transmitted signal, generating a complex-
valued measurement which is the response of the scene at that
frequency. After stepping through all frequencies, we have the
frequency response of the scene at the N f selected discrete
frequencies f1, . . . , fN f [16]. A diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

Let Np be the number of transmit/receive radar pairs in the
array. For convenience, we assume that each pair measures
the same bins, although that is not required by the method.
We use the complex-valued range-filtered frequency response
differences from before and after the change [18] to estimate

TABLE I

VARIABLES DESCRIBING THE SURVEILLANCE REGION

Variable Meaning
u, v 2D Ground location

umin, . . . , vmax Spatial extent of u, v grid
Nu , Nv Number of cells in the u and v directions
δu, δv Sample spacing in u and v

x Nu Nv × 1 vector of changes

the change images. The range-filtering step filters out data that
would correspond to changes off of the imaging grid.

Formally, the received data at frequency bin k from trans-
mit/receive pair p will be denoted d p

k , and the change in
measurements from before and after a change at frequency
bin k from pair p will be denoted �d p

k (Table II summarizes
this notation). The collection of changes is arranged into an
Np N f × 1 measurement vector b transmit/receive pair major

b =
[
�d1

1 · · · �d1
k · · ·�d1

N f
· · · �d

Np
1 · · · �d

Np
N f

]T
. (3)

The i th element of b corresponds to frequency bin ki and
bistatic transmitter/receiver pair pi as

pi = 1 + �(i − 1)/N f �
ki = 1 + rem(i − 1, N f ). (4)

pi corresponds to transmitter Ti and receiver Ri .
We now develop the model of how changes in the surveil-

lance region are reflected in the measurements b. We start by
developing a model of how spatial changes map to changes
in bistatic range [19], which is the Fourier transform of the
measured frequency data. For this purpose, let the vector br be
the Np N f × 1 change in bistatic range measurements which
correspond to the Np N f × 1 frequency domain measurement
vector b. They are related through the Np N f × Np N f Fourier
matrix F , i.e., b = Fbr . Our goal is to develop a linear model
br = Ax that relates changes in the surveillance region x to
changes in bistatic range measurements br .

The i th element in br corresponds to the range bin

βi = 1 + rem(i − 1, N f ). (5)

For a target with ranges to the transmitter and receiver r T

and r R , the bistatic radar range equation [10] says that the
power received at the radar, Pr , is related to the transmitted
power Pt though the wavelength λ, receiver and transmitter
gains Gt and Gr , and target cross section σ as

Pr = Pt Gt Grλ
2σ

(4π)3(r T )2(r R)2 . (6)

Furthermore, the phase of the received signal depends on
the total bistatic range and wavelength as (r T + r R)/λ.

For a potential change at physical location (u j , v j ) as
measured by transmitter Ti and receiver Ri with locations
(uTi , vTi ) and (u Ri , vRi ), the ranges are

r T
i j =

√
(u j − uTi )

2 + (v j − vTi )
2 (7)

r R
i j =

√
(u j − u Ri )

2 + (v j − vRi )
2 (8)
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Fig. 2. Change experiment using a four-element multistatic array (Ant 1–4). Three cylinders (Cyl 1–3) were added and removed from the scene.

TABLE II

VARIABLES DESCRIBING THE RADAR MEASUREMENTS

Variable Meaning
Np , p The number of transmit/receive pairs and a specific pair
N f , k The number of measured frequency bins and a specific bin

d p
k A measurement from pair p in bin k

�d p
k The difference in d p

k from before and after a change
b The Np N f × 1 vector of �d p

k
F The Np N f × Np N f Fourier Matrix
br The range pseudo-measurements corresponding to b
ri j The bistatic range from scene pixel j to pair i
�i j The range bin corresponding to ri j
βi The range bin for measurement i
Ai j The response from scene pixel j to pair i

and the total bistatic range is ri j = r T
i j +r R

i j . This bistatic range
ri j corresponds to range bin �i j = 1 + �rem(ri j , ramb)/δr�,
where δr is the range bin spacing given by the speed of
transmission and radar bandwidth (δr = c/BW ), and ramb
is the maximum unambiguous range, given by the bandwidth
and the frequency step (ramb = BW/� f ).

We can now precisely define the response matrix A, the
Np N f × Nu Nv matrix that maps changes at (u j , v j ) locations
to changes in bistatic range measurements. For test cell j and
transmitter/receiver pair pi , the elements of A, Aij , reflect the
gain and phase due to the bistatic range from the test cell
to the pair. A has nonzero elements only when the spatial
location defined by j maps to the bistatic range bin and
transmitter/receiver pair defined by i , i.e., where �i j = βi .
Let r0

i denote the range to scene center for a transmit/receive
pair indicated by i . Then the elements of A are

Aij =
⎧⎨
⎩

Gij
e−√−14π f (ri j −r0

i )/c

rT
i j r R

i j
, if �i j = βi

0, otherwise.
(9)

Gij captures antenna gains, transmit power, and other con-
stants, and is set using calibration collects. In general, (u j , v j )
will not correspond precisely to a range bin center, and
so its energy will spread among neighboring bins. This is
approximated in our model by using

Aij =
⎧⎨
⎩

αi j Gi j
e−√−14π f (ri j −r0

i )/c

rT
i j r R

i j
, |�i j − βi | < M

0, otherwise
(10)

where M defines the number of neighboring pixels, and αi j is
a weight giving the fraction of the energy that a scatterer at
(u j , v j ) puts into the bistatic range bin �i j .

With this as background, the model that specifies the
relationship between the change image x and the frequency-
domain measurements b in the noise-free case is

b = FAx
.= 
x . (11)


 will be referred to as the sensing matrix, and is Np N f ×
Nu Nv . In practice, the relationship will not be met with
equality because of noise.

III. CS FOR CHANGE IMAGE ESTIMATION

Eq. (11) describes how measurements b couple to the
unknown change image. In practice, Np N f � Nu Nv , meaning
there are fewer measurements than needed to uniquely define
the change image. Furthermore, in our experiments, we select
to measure only a subset J < Np N f projections of the signal.
Qualitatively, this means (11) is an underdetermined linear
system, meaning many x will explain the measurements b.
However, because of the change image setting, we expect x
to be sparse. These facts motivate a CS reconstruction method
that explits sparseness.

In order to use CS to reconstruct a signal, the signal of
interest must be sparse in some basis, and the sensing matrix

 and the signal sparsifying basis must be mutually incoher-
ent [11], [12]. Since by design our signal, i.e., the change
image, is sparse in the image domain, our sparsifying matrix
is simply the identity. One sensing matrix that is known to
meet the incoherence requirement with an identity sparsifying
matrix is a sensing matrix constructed of randomly selected
Fourier samples [13], [20]. The sensing matrix 
 in (11)
represents a Fourier sampling of the signal.

We use a basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) framework [21],
which has been shown to have desirable properties over other
related approaches such as matching pursuit in applications
like ours [25]. Let ε specify an allowable residual error
between the projection of the estimate and the measurements.
Then BPDN will recover the sparse x from the data b [20]
under the conditions described above. That is, solving

min
x

||x ||1 subject to ||
x − b||2 ≤ ε (12)

generates an estimate of the change image x .

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Multistatic SFCW Radar Change Imaging Hardware

Our experiments employ an AKELA AVMU500 A SFCW
radar. As alluded to above, an SFCW radar is well suited to
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Fig. 3. Surveillance region for the multichange experiment from above
(antenna sizes are exaggerated to make them conspicuous).

CS data acquisition because it can be programmed to measure
the frequency response at arbitrary frequencies. This usage
corresponds to an ability to select rows of the measurement
matrix 
 arbitrarily. For the purposes of these experiments, we
typically collect measurements at a large number of discrete
frequencies and then randomly select which frequencies to use
for change image formation in software after the fact. This is
logically equivalent to only collecting the random subset of
frequencies, but allows us to perform controlled experiments
by varying the number of frequency samples used.

The SFCW radar we employ is programmable and capable
of transmitting between 300 MHz and 3 GHz. We selected it
to sweep through individual frequencies at 45 kHz. By design,
the radar steps through the transmit/receive pair because it only
has a single transmitter and receiver. This leads to a longer
collection time than a more ably equipped unit. However, the
objects we are imaging are stationary, and so the speed of data
acquisition is not a particularly important factor.

B. Experiment Setup

Our experiment employed the four-element multistatic radar
array shown in Fig. 2. The elements in the array are labeled
“Ant 1” through “Ant 4.” The antenna baseline (measured
from Ant 2 to Ant 4) is approximately 25 m, and there is
approximately 9 m separating the antennas in the direction
perpendicular to the line connecting Ant 2 and 4. The experi-
ment uses cylinders as the changes, which are approximately
1.5 m tall with a 0.2 m diameter. They are located on the order
of 35 m away from the array baseline. Fig. 3 shows the layout
from above for additional clarity. The antenna locations were
measured using a handheld GPS unit operating in differential
correction mode. Cylinder locations were measured with a
laser range finder.

Data were collected from the six unique bistatic pairs
(Tx 1→Rx 2, Tx 1→Rx 3, etc., but not reverse paths) with
a center frequency of 2 GHz and bandwidth of 2 GHz. We
collected 1500 step frequencies spaced 1.3̄ MHz apart, giving
a total of 6×1500 = 9000 collected samples. For the purposes
of noise reduction, we averaged over several pulses, but there
remain only 9000 unique geometry/frequency samples.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Images from the experiment. (a) Without the cylinders (notice there
are support rods which were always present). (b) With the cylinders.

Multistatic echoes were collected before and after the cylin-
ders were placed in the scene. There is a set of support
posts underneath the cylinders which remain throughout the
experiment. Images showing the scene without the cylinders
and after the cylinders were added are given in Fig. 4.

C. Image Formation by CS

The sparse model imaging method presented in Section III
was used to form a change image using the data collected
before and after the cylinders were placed in the scene. Specif-
ically, (12) was solved as described in [21] and implemented
in a publicly available code base called SPGL1. The SPGL1
toolset finds x by solving a sequence of LASSO problems
with the required sparsity τ

min
x

‖
x − b‖2 s.t. ‖x‖1 < τ (13)

via a spectral projected-gradient algorithm. Each solution
generates an update to a Newton root-finding algorithm that
converges on the location where the residual ‖
x − b‖2 is
below the noise tolerance ε. We chose the noise parameter
using a calibration collection where no change occurred. The
runtime on a standard Linux computer running MATLAB was
on the order of a few minutes.

The imaging region was defined as 40 × 40 m and
discretized into 501 × 501 cells. This represents 251 001
unknown pixels where we estimate the change. The collected
data has just 9000 Fourier projections of this scene.

We also synthetically reduced the number of frequency
samples by discarding collected frequency bins. The discarded
frequency bins were chosen randomly and were identical in the
collections before and after the change. This exactly mimics
not collecting those frequency bins in the first place, and
allows us to systematically study the breakdown as the number
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Fig. 5. Backprojection (top) and sparse model (bottom) images with all 9000 collected frequency measurements (left), 40% of the collected measurements
randomly discarded (middle), and 70% of the measurements randomly discarded (right). The scales are set to show 20 dB down from the maximum value.
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Fig. 6. Algorithm degrading gracefully as the image becomes less sparse.

of measurements is decreased. The results of this experiment
are shown in Fig. 5, which includes the image formed using
the original 9000 collected samples, and images formed with
40% and 70% of these measurements randomly discarded.

For comparison, we show images formed using backprojec-
tion. We used the implementation in [22], which we general-
ized to the bistatic case, with the same surveillance region and
discretization as the CS images. The runtime was less than
1 min. Backprojection is a minimum L2 solution [23], and
can be viewed either in a matched filtering or beamforming
context [24]. Qualitatively, it works by mapping each pixel
in the surveillance region to each collected range history
(which has typically been upsampled). The range entries from
multiple pulses (here bistatic pairs) are coherently added to
give the value in the image pixel. More discussion on the
backprojection technique is given in [8] and [22]–[24].

D. Discussion

The CS change imaging technique localizes all three cylin-
ders well, even when the number of projections is far fewer

than the number of unknowns. Cylinder 1 has a stronger return,
presumably due to a combination of the bistatic angle and
slight material differences. In the case where 9000 frequency
domain measurements were used, the relative strength of
cylinders 2 and 3 was estimated at 0.7 and 0.5 times that
of cylinder 1. In the second case, where 40% of the measure-
ments were discarded, the relative strengths were estimated at
0.64 and 0.35. In the final case where 70% were discarded,
the relative strengths were 0.64 and 0.28. All of the cylinder
estimates are more than 55 dB above the average background
level in the CS images. In comparison, the backprojection
image peaks are all less than 15 dB above the background.

E. Performance Versus Sparsity

Our approach exploits the sparsity in the change image.
Of interest is the performance when the actual change image
is not sparse. We studied this with the following hybrid real
data/simulation experiment. First, we characterized the noise
by dividing a single real data collect into two sets of pulses,
one from early in the collect and one from later. No actual
change occurred between the two times, so these frequency
differences characterize the noise. Next, we injected synthetic
changes (with strength equal to that observed in a real collect)
by computing the corresponding frequency differences and
adding them to the noise data. We then formed the change
image with our CS algorithm, using the same parameters as
in Section IV-C. We varied the number of pixels changed
and measured the performance by counting the percentage of
pixels correctly identified as having changed (or not changed).
The results, given in Fig. 6, show that the algorithm degrades
slowly as the number of change pixels are increased.
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V. CONCLUSION

We described a new CS approach to forming change images
from multistatic radar data. The method generates change
images with much more localized energy profiles than conven-
tional backprojection imaging because it exploits the sparsity
in the ground plane change image. It is also robust to missing
measurements. As alluded to earlier, this comes at the price of
increased computations. Furthermore, as the image becomes
less sparse, the technique becomes less applicable.

There are several ways this paper could be extended.
First, change images could be estimated in three dimensions,
avoiding the layover effect present in the current images. Our
models generalize straightforwardly, requiring just antenna
heights and region elevation to be included in range calcu-
lation. Second, the isotropic scattering model ignores angle-
dependent changes. It could be modified to include aspect-
dependent returns by modifying A, potentially improving
image quality. Finally, a study on automated exploitation of
the images produced by this algorithm is warranted. The
statistics of the CS images are quite different than those of
images produced by conventional approaches. As such, current
algorithms that exploit these statistics may not be directly
applicable.
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